Market Pulse

As the calendar turns to March we hope that most of the Winter rain is behind us and the sun will start to shine. The weekend after super bowl is the unofficial start of the Spring selling season and initial results are in. So far there have been few surprises and the market has picked up from where it ended last Fall.

Recently remodeled, commute friendly homes with functional yards continue to push the market forward. With a strong economy and a shortage of quality contractors, home buyers are still willing to pay a premium for homes that are move-in ready. Evidence of this are two of our recent listings that each generated four strong offers above asking with minimal contingencies.

Homes that need updating or homes in less desirable locations are taking longer to sell and are experiencing price reductions. Rising interest rates, the new Tax Plan and stock market volatility has led home buyers to be cautious with homes that do not check all their boxes. We expect this trend to continue in 2019 as home preparation, professional staging and a personalized marketing plan are critical for those looking to sell their home.

A wild card factor for the market for the second half of the year could be the new wealth generation from certain San Francisco based tech companies that are rumored to IPO in the near future. With names like Uber, Lyft, Airbnb, Pinterest and Slack going public it would provide additional liquidity to potential home buyers.

We look forward to hearing from you with your real estate questions.

Tidying up for spring
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Focus on how you “feel” about the item. Let your emotions guide you on determining if you are going to keep an item or not.

4. Tidy by category, not location

Most people store items that fall into the same “category” in various locations. For example, youprobably have clothes in your closet, under your bed and in your dresser. So instead of tackling a closet or a dresser, tackle your clothes first. Pull out every single piece of clothing you own and lay it out in another room on the floor.

5. Tidy In Order

Kondo has come up with the ideal order in which you should tidy up. Start with clothes, then books/magazines, then papers, next Komono (misc. stuff), and finally sentimental items.

Separate everything out from each category and then into subcategories, which will make the process even easier. For example clothes can be subdivided into seasons. Books and magazines divided into “read” and “not yet read.” And if you are anything like me, the magazine piles are larger than the clothing piles! (It’s a sickness, for sure).
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